We briefly review the main methods for the description of massive Weyl fields in vacuum. On the classical level we discuss Weyl fields expressed through Grassmann variables as well as having spinors with commuting components. In both approaches we quantize the system. We get the correct anticommutation relations between creation and annihilation operators, which result in the proper form of the total energy of the field. However, the commuting classical Weyl fields require the new method of quantization.
Introduction
The studies of Majorana fermions play an important role in various branches of modern physics, such as high energy physics and superconductivity. For the first time the consistent treatment of massive Majorana fermions were presented in Ref. [1] . Then a system of coupled Majorana fermions was studies in Ref. [2] , in connection to the problem of massive neutrinos propagation in external electromagnetic fields. Recently it was proposed [3] that the quasiparticles having Majorana properties can be excited in a superconductor.
It was claimed in Ref. [2] , that the dynamics of a Majorana fermion on the classical level must be formulated using anticommuting Grassmann variables (g-numbers). We remind that in case of a classical Dirac fermion one can use both commuting c-numbers or g-numbers to describe its dynamics. To study this problem in details in Ref. [4] the new fermionic field, which belongs to a non-standard Wigner class, was introduced. It was also shown that such an object has some properties of a c-number Majorana field. The application of the results of Ref. [4] to the dark matter problem was studied in Ref. [5] .
This work is a brief review of the main methods for the description of a massive Majorana particle in vacuum. It is organized in the following way. In Sec. 2 we discuss the different representations of fermionic particles which are equivalent to their antiparticles. The g-number treatment of classical Weyl fields is presented in Sec. 3. Then, in Sec. 4, we carry out a canonical quantization of a massive Weyl field. In Sec. 5 we propose an alternative way for the description of massive Weyl fields, which are represented in terms of c-number spinors. The new method of quantization of c-number Weyl fields is formulated in Sec. 6. Finally, in Sec. 7, we briefly summarize out results.
Majorana and Weyl fermions
In this section we shall present two alternative approaches for the description of 1/2-spin fermion fields with identical particle and antiparticle degrees of freedom. We shall concentrate on Majorana and Weyl representations for such fields.
A fermionic 1/2-spin field ψ obeys the Dirac equation,
where m is the mass of the field. The Dirac γ-matrices in the chiral representation can be chosen as [6] 
where σ µ = (σ 0 , −σ),σ µ = (σ 0 , σ), σ 0 = σ 0 is the unit 2 × 2 matrix, and σ are the Pauli matrices. We shall suppose that the four component spinor ψ satisfies the Majorana condition in an extended sense [7, see p. 277 
where κ is complex number with unit absolute value. In the following we shall suppose that κ = 1. A fermionic field satisfying condition (3) 
Note that this spinor satisfies the Majorana condition (3). We can get a wave equation for η [7, see pp. 292-296],
using the more general Dirac equation (1).
Classical massive Weyl field in vacuum: g-numbers
In this section we shall describe the variational procedure, based on the Lagrange formalism, to get the wave equation for a classical massive Weyl field in vacuum. Then we apply the canonical formalism to reproduce the dynamics of the system. In the present section we suppose that the spinor η has anticommuting g-number components [9] . The wave equation (5) can be obtained using the standard variational procedure, ∂ r L/∂η * = 0, where ∂ r /∂η * is the right derivative [10] , on the basis of the following Lagrangian:
It should be noted that within the Lagrange formalism it is crucial to deal with g-number wave functions. Otherwise the mass term in Eq. (6) is vanishing. On the basis of Eq. (6) we can find the canonical momenta as
Eq. (7) means that the system in question has two primary second class constraints,
Thus besides the Hamiltonian,
we have to consider the extended Hamiltonian,
which account for the constraints. Here λ 1,2 are the Lagrange multipliers which are odd gnumbers.
To exclude the parameters λ 1,2 , we should take into account the constraints conservation,
where [11, see p. 76]
is the Poisson bracket of two dynamical variables F and G, ∂ l /∂η is the left derivative [10] , and P F is the Grassmann parity of the function F . Using Eqs. (8)- (12) we get λ 1,2 as
The presence of the second class constraints in a system implies the replacement of the Poisson brackets by the Dirac brackets defined as [12] {F,
where the matrix (C ls ) has the components C ls = {Φ l , Φ s } −1 . Using Eqs. (8) and (12) we get this matrix in the explicit form,
On the basis of Eqs. (14) and (15) we can obtain the nonzero Dirac brackets
Note that the expression of the fundamental Dirac bracket (17) will be later used in the quantization of the system. Using Eqs. (9) and (14) we can also reproduce the full set of wave equations,
We can see in Eq. (18) that the evolution equation for η coincides with Eq. (5) derived directly from the Dirac equation (1). Using Eq. (8) it is convenient to rewrite the wave equations for η and π,η
to exclude the operation of the complex conjugation.
Canonical quantization
In this section we carry out a canonical quantization of a massive Weyl field in vacuum. We use the basic results obtained in Sec. 3 and replace the Dirac brackets of canonical variables with the anticommutators. Then we introduce the creation and annihilation operators and establish the anticommutation relations for them. The two component Weyl spinor η, described in Sec. 3, corresponds to 1/2-spin particles, i.e. it is fermionic. For the quantization of such a system one should (i) replace the g-number classical wave functions with operators η →η and π →π; and (ii) define the equal time anticommutator for these operators as [11, see pp. 81-86] [η(x, t),π(y, t)] + = i {η(x, t), π(y, t)} D | η=η,π=π = iδ
where the fundamental Dirac bracket is given in Eq. (17) . Using Eq. (8) it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (20) as
Now we can find the general solution of Eq. (5) in the following form [7, see pp. 292-296]:
where
are the creation and annihilation operators, and w + = e −iφ/2 cos θ/2 e iφ/2 sin θ/2 , w − = −e −iφ/2 sin θ/2 e iφ/2 cos θ/2 ,
are the chiral amplitudes [8, see p. 86] . Here the angles φ and θ fix the direction of the particle momentum, p = |p|(cos φ sin θ, sin φ sin θ, cos θ).
On the basis of Eq. (22), we can find that Eq. (21) is satisfied, provided that the canonical anticommutation relations,
are valid for the operatorsâ σ (p) andâ † σ (p). To verify the validity of the expansion (22) we can use it for the calculation of the total energy of a massive Weyl field. Using Eqs. (9), (22), and (24) we get for the total energy,
where "divergent terms" contain δ 3 (0) and can be removed by the normal ordering of operators.
Classical massive Weyl field in vacuum: c-numbers
As we mentioned in Sec. 3 the mass term in Eq. (6) vanishes if the spinor η has c-number components. It might be an indication that g-number description is essential for a massive Weyl field even on a classical level. It is, however, known that, if one works with classical fermionic fields, c-and g-numbers approaches are equivalent [13] .
To clarify this issue we remind that the Lagrange formalism is not a unique way for the treatment of a dynamical system. Following Ref. [14] , we can consider the Hamilton formalism for the description of a massive Weyl field represented by c-number spinors. Let us consider the following Hamiltonian:
which is a functional of independent canonical variables (η, π) and (η * , π * ). We can see that H is real. Using the classical field theory version of the canonical Hamilton equation,
we obtain Eq. (5) for a massive Weyl field. As it was shown in Ref. [14] , the canonical variables η and π evolve independently. Thus we cannot find the relation between the canonical momenta and the "velocities",η andη * , to construct a Lagrangian [15] . Despite that no conventional Lagrange formalism can be applied for the description of our system, we can construct an extended Lagrangian,L, which also includes the momenta, π and π * , as well as their time derivatives,π andπ * , as independent variables. Let us choose the extended Lagrangian as [16] 
Here we use the opportunity to correct the mistake in Eq. (14) in Ref. [14] . There is an extra erroneous factor 1/2 in the spatial derivatives term in the expression for the extended Lagrangian.
Varying this Lagrangian with respect to π one can reproduce Eq. (5). Again we can see that, in frames of the modified Lagrange formalism, two groups of variables, (η, η * ) and (π, π * ), evolve independently. One can say that the evolution of the system, based on Eq. (28), is an extended Lagrange dynamics in the analogy to the extended Hamilton formalism [11, see pp. 13-21].
New method for the quantization of a massive Weyl field
In this section we carry out a quantization of a classical massive Weyl field described by c-number spinors. In particular, we show that there are two independent ways of the quantization.
Analogously to Sec. 4 we find the plane wave representation for η and ξ = iσ 2 π as
where the helicity amplitudes, w σ , were defined in Sec. 4. Note that the expansion coefficients, a ± andb ± , which are supposed to be operators, are different for η and ξ since we showed in Sec. 5 that these fields evolve independently.
Conclusion
In the present work we have discussed several important issues in the description of massive Weyl fields in vacuum. Firstly, in Sec. 3 we applied a formalism of g-numbers for the treatment of a single massive Weyl field. It was demonstrated that there are second class constraints in this system. We have reproduced the wave equations using the calculated Dirac brackets. Then, in Sec. 4 we carried out a canonical quantization of the system. It was mentioned in Sec. 5 that, in frames of the Lagrange formalism, it is crucial that a massive Weyl field is described by g-numbers even on the classical level. Otherwise the mass term in Eq. (6) is vanishing. To overcome this difficulty in the classical theory of massive Weyl fields, in Sec. 5 we developed an approach based on the Hamilton formalism for the description of Weyl spinors which have c-number components. In Sec. 5 we have also shown that one can apply an extended Lagrange dynamics for the treatment of this system. Finally, in Sec. 6 we have proposed the new method of quantization of a classical Weyl field described in Sec. 5. Note that the detailed description of the methods used in Secs. 6 and 5 is provided in Refs. [14, 17] .
The results of the present work are of great importance for the modern particle physics since neutrinos, which are experimentally proven to be massive particles (see, e.g., Ref [18] ), are the most prominent candidates to be described in terms of Weyl fields [19] . Moreover, effective Majorana fields in one and two dimensions can be encountered in the effective theory of p-waves superconductors [20] .
